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INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION

Read the following instructions carefully before answering the questions.

1. This question paper consists of 1 1 questions.

2. Answer ALL the questions in the SPECIAL ANSWER BOOK provided.

3. Clearly show ALL calculations, diagrams, graphs et cetera that you have used to
determine your answers.

4. Answers only will NOT necessarily be awarded full marks.

5. If necessary, round-off answers to TWO decimal places, unless stated otherwise.

6. Diagrams are NOT necessarily drawn to scale.

7. You may use an approved scientific calculator (non-programmable and

non-graphical), unless stated otherwise.

8. A INFORMATION SHEET with formulae is included at the end of the question
paper.

9.
Write neatly and legibly.
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QUESTTON 1

1.1 The table below shows the recorded monthly rainfall (in mm) measured at Silver
Lakes, a residential area in Pretoria, for the months of December. The statistics was
taken for the period 2004 to 2015.

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 201 1 2012 2013 20t4 2015

Rainfall for
December
(in mm)

286 68 150 147 176 t32 255 174 t72 t97 t72 39

Which year's rainfall
most?

Source: Prof. Francois Swanepoel from Silver Inkes

will decrease the average December rainfall the1.1.1

t.t.2

1.1.3

April

October

November

1.2.1

1.2.2

r.2.3

(1)

(2)Calculate the standard deviation for the rainfall in December.

Determine the percentage of the data points for the rainfall in December,
which lie within one standard deviation of the mean. (3)

t.2 The diagram below shows a comparison of the recorded monthly rainfall statistics for
the months of April, October and November, for the years 2004 to 2015.

29 49,5 87 1sl
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Determine the range of the rainfall for the November months.

Comment on the skewness of the data for the October months.

If the maximum rainfall for October was incorrectly recorded and is
increased, what effect will this have on

(a) the mean and

(b) the median.

For how many years was November's rainfall less than 64 mm?

(1)

(1)

now

(2)

(2)

lr2l

P.T.O.

1.2.4
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QUESTTON 2

A company called Math zrates sent out a number of advertising pamphlets. The table below
shows the number of pamphlets sent out to a certain place. The table also shows the orders that
were received after the distribution of the pamphlets.

Number of Pamphlets Number of Orders

600 350

1000 550

500 300

700 300

600 330

100 200

500 350

800 450

300 250

900 500

Represent the above information in a scatter plot on the grid provided in the
ANSWER BOOK.

Determine, using your calculator, the equation of the least squares regression line.

Draw the least squares regression line on the scatter plot drawn for QUESTION 2.1.

Calculate the possible number of orders if 200 pamphlets were sent out.

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

t81

P.T.O.
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QUESTTON 3

In the diagram below, PQRS is a trapezium with SP ll QR and verrices P(a ; 5), Q(3 ; 0),

R(1 ; -8) and S(-l;-3). SE l- QR.

3.7

Determine the length of QR.

Determine the gradient of QR.

Calculate the value of y if ,[#, ,) tt., on rhe tine eR.

Determihe the equation of SE.

Calculate the value of a.

Calculate the value of:

3.6.1 0

3.6.2 snq

Determine the length of the radius of circle ESR.

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(2)

(s)

(3)

l22l

P.T.O.

P(a ; 5)

3.1

3.2

J.J

3.4

3.5

3.6
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QUESTTON 4

The diagram below shows circle centre A with equation (*-2)'+(y+2)2 =4 and a circle

centreBwithequation,x'+y'+4x-2y*p=0'Thetwocirclestouchexternallyat

,(?,-+)
\5 5)

4.1 Write down the coordinates of the centre of circle A. (1)

4.2 Calculate:

4.2.1 The coordinates of the centre of circle B Q)

4.2.2 The radius of circle B (in terms of p) (2)

4.2.3 The length of AB Q)

4.2.4 The value of p (3)

4.3 If the two circles touch at the pointt(?,- 1) , determine the equation of the tangent^ \5'5)
in the form y = mx + c. (5)

tlsl

v

B.
x

Kg, I
oA

P.T.O.
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QUESTTON s

5.1 If 5tan0 +2.16 =0 and 0"< e <27tr, determine with the aid of a sketch and without
the use ofa calculator, the value of:

5.1.1

5.1.2

5.1.3

sind

cosO

l4cos2 +7J6sin?

(2)

(1)

5.2

cos(-240).tan225"

Prove the identity:

cos9-cos20+2
3sin 0 - sin20

(4)

(s)
l+cosd=-

sin d

Determine the general solution of sin gsin 4 * 
"orpcos 

d =22
J'

5.3

5.4

(4)

Given: sin d. cosB = -1

5.4.L Write down the maximum and minimum value of cos p.

5.4.2 Solve for 0e10";27tr1and pe [-18tr;9tr].

(1)

(4)

l2tl

P,T.O.
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QUESTTON 6

6.1 Show that the equation 2cos x= sin(x + 30") is equivalent to rEsinr=3cosx.

6.2 Hence or otherwise, calculate the value of x for -re [-180"; 180"] if
Zcosx=sin(x+30').

6.3 ln the diagram below, the graph of f (x) = 2cos x is drawn for xe [-180"; 180"]

(3)

(4)

-1

6.3.1

6.3.2

6.3.3

6.3.4

Write down the range of /

Draw the graph of g, where e@) = sin(x+30') for xe [-180";180'].
Use the grid provided in your ANSWER BOOK.

Write down the period of g.

For which values of x is g strictly increasing as x increases, for
xe [-180"; 180'] ?

For which values of x will f (x).5@) > 0 for xe [-90o;90"] ?

(1)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(2)

t16l

r)

\

00 -L 00 -1,

7
rOP -t r r rC P9

\

00 1 )oi

6.3.5

P.T.O.



QUESTION 7

In the diagram below, PS is a tangent to the circle through P, Q and R. QRS is a straight line.

PR=RS=xandfQR=a.

Prove that PS =2xcosO.

MATHEMATICS I g
(Second Paper) 1O61U16

(6)

t61

I"
il

P.T.O.
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Give reasons for ALL statements in QUESTIONS 8,9, L0 and 11.

QUESTTON 8

8.1 Complete the following statement.

The line drawn from the centre of a circle, perpendicular to a chord, ..... the chord. (1)

8.2 In the diagram below, two concentric circles with centre O are drawn. Chord BDE of the
larger circle has a length of 24 cm and is a tangent to the smaller circle at D. The radius of
the smaller circle is 5 cm. AB is the diameter of the larger circle.

8.2.r

8.2.2

8.2.3

8.2.4

Calculate the length of OB.

Write down the reason why E = 90 o

Calculate the length of AE.

Calculate the length of AD.

(4)

(1)

(3)

(2)

tI1l

P.T.O.
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QUESTTON e

Inthediagrambelow,BCDEisacycticquadrilateralwith BE=ED, BD=CD and AEllCD.
ACQ is a tangent at C and meets EB produced at A.

g.l If e3 = a determine, with reasons, FIVE other angles each equal to .r.

9.2 Prove that BC = ED.

(7)

(2) .

tel

ir$

P.T.O.



QUESTION 10

10.1

r0.2

Prove that:

r0.2.1

10.2.2

10.2.3

10.2.4

Use the diagram given in the ANSWER BOOK, to prove the theorem which

that if ST ll QR , then p = ]|.. Show all construction lines.SQ TR
(s)

R0

In the diagram below NE is a common tangent to the two circles. NCK and NGM
are double chords. Chord LM of the larger circle is a tangent to the smaller circle at
point C. KL, KM and CG are drawn.

KC_MG
KN MN

KMGC is a cyclic quadrilateral if CN = NG.

AMCG lllAMNC

MC2 KC

MN2 KN



QUESTTON 11

In the diagram below, the length of the radius of the larger circle, with centre P, is twice the
length of the radius of the smaller circle, with centre Q. SRM is a tangent to both circles.

MATHEMATICS I rs
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Calculate the size of R. if Qr = 60o. (4)

If the length of the radius of the smaller circle is r and ATSQ lll A SRQ, show rhat

the length of SQ is equal to 2r. (3)

Calculate the size of fSn. @)

t11I

TOTAL: 150

I 1.1

11.2

11.3

END
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INFORMATION SHEET

A= P(l-ni) A- P(r-i)',

2a

A= P(l+ni)

Tn = a+(n-l)d

tt-lln=ar

I

.f '(x) = lim
h-+O

A= P(l+i)"

S_ =*; -t<r <1

x[1 - (1 + i)-n ]P_

f(x+h)- f(x)

- ,, ., , ,L4=lG2-x,)'+(yz-y,)' M(*r**r.vr+yz)
[2 2 )

\ = tltx+ c

In AABC:

io-!t
lll--

x2-xl
m=tanQ

sin(a - P)= sin4. cos B - cosa.sin P

cos(a - B) - cow. cos| + sina.sin B

sinZa:2sin a.cosq

n2

I(., -;)
-2 i=t

n

P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A and B)

. L(, -;Xv - v)
L1 

- 
--:------------:-

u - lt*-t)'

!-lr :7n{x- xr)

sinA sinB sinC

o2 =b2 +c2 -?bc.cosA

area L,ABC = ! ab.sinC
2

sin(a + P)= sinA. cos B + cosa.sin P

cos(u + P)= cos4. co sB - sina.sin P

fcos'a-sin'a
I

cosla = { 1- 2sin2 a
I

l}cosz a -l

I"r
n

Pral ='(lJ
n (s)

]=a+bx

s,:|lz"+(n-t)dl

* -o(r"-l) ;r*lsil- 
r-1


